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2 Machetes 

We lost a lotta philosophies and histories... 

Datin way back to invasions by Persians and Greeks... 

Invaders came among us burnin down the great structures... 

Murderin doctors, scientist and religious conductors... 

The reason for dat is our defenses were not ready... 

And for that sole reason I grab 2 MACHETES... 

So we can grow in the path of the Africa way... 

I defend the scholars and thinkers of my day... 

To protect them against their enemies and this government... 

I grab 2 MACHETES and stand in front of them... 

With the rage and vigilance of Van Helsing... 

I defend the Isis Papers and Dr. Francis Cress Welsing... 

Allowing eurocentric scholars to feel ancestral anger... 

As I stand guard for Maulana karenga and Theophile Obenga... 

Drusilla Dungee "Houston we have a problem"... 

As I stand firm Ida B. Wells will solve'em... 

Recognize this european so-called intelligence killah... 

Who stands on the shoulders of Ya'le Njoma Miller... 

Pickin' up machetes, alternatives is my gats... 

But imma consult Geronimo Jijaga Pratt 4 dat... 

Contemplatin war... 

Imma consult Mutulu, Afeni and Assata Shakur... 

I grab 2 MACHETES and summons Toussaint Le' Overture... 

The original Moor... 

Indigenous everywhere I go... 

Guardin' the philosophies of Cheikh Anta Diop... 

Teachin my children... 

The truth about Baba Amos Wilson... 

His Blue print for Blackpower are blueprints for nation buildin'... 



A African nation... 

Don't matter if your Zulu, Shona or Haitian... 

2 MACHETES... 

Standin' in front of Patrice Lumuba... 

Zumbi, Yaa Asante Wa and Ganga Zumba... 

It's our duty as Africans to complete... 

The legacy of Baba Jeff Edison and Baba Malik... 

Yakini... 

When I was a Muslim I wore a beenie... 

Makin' salat on my knees... 

Prayin to Abu Uthman Al-Jahiz... 

Last but not least... 

Standin in front of the legacy that is me... 

In case I fall may my children pick up my 2 MACHETES... 

To defend the knowledge and info that got us this far... 

With that same knowledge and info we followed the North Star... 

You may say... 

"Kefentse, how mean this is... 

You dont need 2 MACHETES to protect these genuises"... 

I say... 

if we had 2 MACHETES 2day... 

the African mind wouldnt be in disarray... 

We would already be liberated and not seekin liberation... 

We would know the reality and not concept of a African nation... 

But until then, im protectin our scholars and Black pride... 

And i'm doin' it with 2 MACHETES on my side!! 

Uhuru 

Kawo Kabiesile'!!! 
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